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Worn over the shoulders and around the neck, underneath the other priestly garments.
--that we must go if we expect to learn accurately about Jewish dress at the opening of the Christian era.
A question of much interest, which meets us at the beginning of a study of Jesus' dress, is as to the color of the garments which he wore. This question cannot be answered with certainty; there is no explicit testimony in the New Testament or elsewhere which can point us to a conclusion. There is no evidence that the rabbis of Jesus"day wore a distinctive dress; the fact that the rabbis of the present day wear always a white over-garment (tallith), with gold or silver border, indicates almost nothing as and breadth. It might be made of wool or any other warm material, and in its four corners were strung the traditional tsitsith, or tassels or fringes (Numb. I 5 :38; Deut. 22: I 2). The tallith was made of several strips of material sewed together, and had an opening for the head. When not on a journey the tallith was worn as a flowing robe (Fig. 7) , its tassels plainly visible, and demonstrating to all beholders the wearer's strict observance of the Jewish or Mosaic law. The Pharisees, as we know from the words of our Lord, were extremely punctilious in the literal observance of the Mosaic institutions, and we cannot think of a Pharisee of our Lord's time without picturing him walking through the streets and markets of Jerusalem clad in the tallithz and its symbolic fringes.
The pious Pharisee also wore his iChylactery, which was a little roll containing certain verses from the Law inclosed in a little box and bound between the eyes by means of leather straps, just as the orthodox Jews wear them today. In the illustration of the Pharisee (Fig. 7) the phylactery fillets may be seen hanging down in front. The writer cannot but feel that in this illustration we have the closest of all approaches yet made to the appearance of a Pharisee at Jerusalem two thousand years ago, clad in all the things which he would naturally wear, including maaphoreth, kethoneth, tallit/i, fringes, and phylactery; while in the same picture we may recall the common dress of the Lord himself as he must have appeared in cold weather, with the one exception of the frontlets, or phylacteries, which we may feel sure he never assumed.
We may with much confidence think that Jesus wore the large, square tallith and its Mosaic tsitsitk or tassels, for did not the long-afflicted woman touch "the hem (,cpdorr-eov) of his 
